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Executive Summary

The honeybee population is critical for the pollination of wild plants and

most importantly for the fruits and vegetables we consume. It is estimated that

one-third of the food we eat in America is pollinated by honeybees. However,

honey bees are dying at unprecedented rates due to invasive species, pesticides,

and air pollution. They require our intervention to prevent extinction. Our Senior

Design team has chosen to contribute to the Smart Hive Project at George Mason

University - an effort aimed to remotely monitor bee hives to measure hive health

and prevent bee swarms. This will be accomplished through the deployment of an

array of sensors (carbon dioxide, temperature, humidity, and audio level sensors) to

collect data, store the data on a database, and display the data on a web dashboard.

The stored data can be used to analyze trends and can be made available to

beekeepers to keep the bee population healthy and separate colonies when they

grow too large.

Problem Statement

Motivation

The key motivation in advancing the Smart Hive project is to produce a

low-cost sensor network to monitor honey bee hives’ health. We will use this

sensor network’s data to help the bee population grow to levels healthy for the

environment. It will be automated which means human interactions are not needed.



Identification of need

The need is to develop a device to measure important data for analyzing the

health of beehives or other apiculture-related environments. The device must

measure key parameters such as temperature, humidity, Carbon dioxide (CO2),

weight, and illumination levels of the hive. The device must be wirelessly

connected to Wi-Fi or be able to access data remotely. Beekeepers need the

developed solution to be low-cost and automated or require minimal tampering.

Market/application review

Smart Hives are a system of bee care designed to precisely monitor and

manage the conditions present in bee hives. Historically, beekeepers visit beehives

on a weekly or monthly basis to check on the condition of the bees. In contrast

with this system, a smart hive monitors the conditions of bee colonies 24/7 and can

keep beekeepers alert to the need for intervention with the hive as soon as a

problem situation occurs. This would eliminate the situation where a beekeeper is

unaware of problems or threats regarding the beehive and reacting to such

phenomena late. Additionally, an application of our smart hive that would appeal to

the market is having a significant impact on the bottom line of farmers, orchardists,

and commercial beekeepers. In the United States, beekeepers lose almost half of

their bee colonies each year. Our smart hive would allow for more precise

monitoring and treatment, which would significantly improve colony survival

rates.



Approach

Problem analysis (w/ external system diagram)

Our smart hive aims to monitor specific key indicators regarding the health

of bee colonies residing in a hive. Without a way to monitor these important

factors, beekeepers are often unaware of the overall health of the bee colonies

when they are not present in the environment itself. Additionally, when these

factors exceed or fall below certain levels, beekeepers need to have a way to be

alerted to these fluctuations to take action to preserve their hives. Beekeepers

would also benefit from an interface that allows them to monitor their hives

whenever they see fit, and from off-site locations. The following figure is our

conceptional external system diagram:



Approach (based on conceptual design)

The main approach is to separate several components to modularize the

overall function of the smart hive. Firstly, we will have a database; whether this

database is central or not is entirely up to the capabilities of hosting available.

Either way, we shall have a local area network or wide area network which will

store all of the data being fed to it. This storage can be found on a MongoDB

server and running Javascript react on the front end (Also referred to as a MERN

stack). This website will have the capabilities of being able to see all the data of

each bee hive from each apiary. Working backward on the conceptual design, we

have the Beebox. The “Beebox” is the main microcontroller that has connectivity

to the main server whichever way it is connected. Ideally, this box would be a

raspberry pi zero W to keep the cost down. There is a free open source program

referred to as “NODE-RED” which allows us to connect the modules with a

custom database schema that can be easily developed and also can read sensor

inputs. Using “NODE-RED” also allows us to quickly develop a live-sensor feed

of each component connected to the network. The other component the Beebox

connects to is the “Smart Frame” The Smart frame will be connected to the

BeeBox via GPIO and will go between frames of the hive itself. The customer has

specified 3 temperature sensors, 1 humidity sensor, and 1 C02 sensor per frame.

The frame shall have each of the components above and use a GPIO wire-based

connectivity to the “BeeBox.” Ideally, each of these frames would be easily

replaceable and cheap in design as they are the highest point of failure and will be

the only hardware we will be required to develop from scratch.

To recap, the smart frame reads the sensor data and feeds it to the BeeBox.

The BeeBox reads in the sensor data from the frames and processes a data schema



to send to the database over NODE-RED. Finally, the database will use the MERN

stack which the user will be able to view from a personal device.

Alternative approaches

Due to the multiple components, we will write an alternative component for

each section of the project.

Server: From a hardware perspective, if we cannot use a central computer in the

area, we could always use a cloud-based solution or we could have the

microcontrollers transmit to a Kubernetes server. If a MERN stack cannot be used,

we could use a quick HTTP server via a python script. In addition, doing the

website in python would allow us to process the information in any way that the

javascript would allow in spreadsheet form however, it would not be as quickly

accessible.

Beebox: Several components have been considered for the microcontroller such as

an ESP32, or beagle bone black. As long as the microcontroller can transmit the

data schema and read the information from the sensors, it would work as a

reasonable replacement.

SmartFrame: The Smart frame does not have a reasonable replacement in terms

of exact design at the moment, but many alternative sensors exist that we could use

instead of the ones we are planning to use. If GPIO is a contingency, we could

always place a microcontroller on the frame instead of the use of a Beebox which

would make the frames more expensive, but definitely would make the Beebox

redundant.



Alternative sensors: A weight sensor was also requested by the customer and

would be possible to implement if the Beebox was an external feature to the frame.

However, this has been found to add to the cost of a fairly low-cost solution. A

much cheaper alternative would be to weigh the hives as needed with a standard

analog weight as it does not need to be measured as much as the temperature and

CO2 do.

Introduction to background knowledge

Several characteristics of beehives are good indicators of the health of a

hive, which is why our smart hive will monitor these factors:

1) Weight: Monitoring the weight of a beehive gives beekeepers an indication

of the start and stop of nectar flow. This allows them to be alerted to the

need to feed their bees when the weight is low and harvest honey when the

weight is high. Additionally, our client has multiple bee hives, and

comparing the weight between these hives gives the beekeeper a sense of the

productivity of each colony, and based on this information make changes to

increase output. A sudden drop in weight can suggest that the bee colony has

swarmed, or the hive itself has been unusually affected by external factors

and needs to be seen.

2) Temperature: Monitoring hive temperature alerts beekeepers to dangerous

conditions within the hive including excessive heat, which indicates that the

hive needs to be moved or properly ventilated (potential swarm as well).

Low heat indicates that the hive needs to be insulated from cold winds.



3) CO2: Bees can tolerate much higher levels of carbon dioxide than humans,

but excessive levels can still kill them. Monitoring CO2 levels allows

beekeepers to better ventilate their hives.

4) Humidity: Honey production within a hive produces a humid environment,

but excessive humidity still provides a danger to bee colonies. High

humidity levels alert beekeepers that moisture build-up is occurring, and

better ventilation, as well as water removal, is needed.

5) Illumination: Light is an important indicator of potential threats to a beehive,

including a swarm. Beekeepers have their systems that indicate what light

levels are healthy and not. Monitoring illumination levels can pick up on

threats to a hive that other sensors may not indicate.

Project requirements specification

The following requirements are needed for the implementation of our smart hive in

accordance with the client’s specifications:

● A multi-sensor device to measure significant data for analyzing the health of

beehives or other apiculture-related environments

○ Examples of such sensors would include CO2/air quality detectors,
weight scales for supers/comb frames, temperature (where
appropriate), illumination of the interior of the hive

○ A secondary objective would be to have the ability to have a modular
approach to the sensor apparatus

● The device must be wirelessly connected to Mason’s Wi-Fi or be able to
access data remotely



○ This data must automatically be archived and have the ability to be
extrapolated over time for further analysis of the long-term health of
the apiculture subject

● The measurements of the product must be automated or require minimal
tampering for the end user

● The final product must not exceed the power consumption that the
surroundings of the environment can provide

● The solution/product must not exceed or significantly adjust the dimensions
of a colony

● The User must be able to still complete daily care of the bees after the
installation of the product

○ Such actions include but are not limited to feeding, removing
components, removing super frames, smoking of bees, and the
splitting of colonies

● The product must in no way shape, or form harm, disable, or interfere with
colony structure or development.

● As requested by the end user, the product must be “accessible to a
13-year-old” and have “less than half a page of instruction for use”

● The developed solution must be reasonable for the end user to afford given
the utility of the product (competitive market price is approximately
$150-200 maximum for extraneous tools for apiculture)

○ This price is for the final development of the product

● The final product must be capable of withstanding weather conditions inside
of the hive if embedded within the hive

● The final product must not interfere with the location or convenience of the
colony

● The end-user has also included further bonus objectives which will be listed
below:



○ Sensing the population of varroa mites within a hive would greatly
innovate the apiculture industry

○ Determining/predicting the event of a “swarm” or overpopulation of a
hive before it occurs would be “a big hit”

○ Being able to track a queen would be beneficial for beekeepers within
our target demographic

System Design

Functional Decomposition:

Our system design first consists of our microcontroller (Raspberry Pi). It is

powered either by a 5V power supply or a 26 3/4” solar panel. The microcontroller

powers our sensors, which include CO2 level, temperature, humidity, and weight

sensors. Additionally, the microcontroller runs Node-RED to communicate with

our physical server. It sends the data it receives from our sensors to the physical

server. A key requirement is that it connects to the internet to send data. Our

physical server receives the raw sensor data and stores it using MongoDB. The

server then sends this data to our online application, the website. The website

displays sensor data as well as trends in the data that could indicate abnormalities.

The website will also visualize the data utilizing dashboards to make the data easy

to view. The website must constantly update with new data entries and show the



overall system status. The figure below shows our function decomposition

diagram:



System Architecture:

The following system architecture describes the structure and behavior of our

smart hive design:



Preliminary Experimental Plan

Requirements for Experimental Validation:

The experimentations will involve several minimum viable products. For the

BeeBox, we will need to create a custom “NODE-RED” schema which will take

advantage of the software in order to send sensor data quickly with little to no code

to troubleshoot. Additionally, we will need to see what the total power input is and

if that wattage changes over time.

The Smart frame will require some experimentation to see which

temperature sensors would work the best for our purposes. Such as: are the sensors

compatible with the final microcontroller we would be using? How precise are

these controllers compared to others in the market? How reliable in more extreme

weather conditions, as these are not planned to be placed indoors at any point.

The database will need to be able to retrieve and transmit data as well as

figure out which type of computer we would use for the hosting. This could vary

widely however, there are many alternatives to Raspberry Pi if the transfer rate is

not sufficient.

List of Experiments to be conducted next semester:

1) Testing if sensors work with our microcontroller (Raspberry Pi), and

are accurate compared to readings we receive with measuring tools

within a certain percentage.

2) Testing if our database receives and transmits data to our online tool

reliably over many trials and circumstances (introducing hazards).



Preliminary Project Plan

Short List of Tasks for the following semester:

1) Interfacing sensors with microcontroller

2) Sending sensor data to the database using Node-RED

3) Implementing the database server with MongoDB

4) Developing our online tool for displaying data, sending data from server to

website

Allocation of responsibilities:

Nicholas: All testing and development of the website and data schema

Ahmed: Development of the NODE-RED components and connectivity between

the smart frame and BeeBox

Sidney: Development and testing of the database as well as power allocation of the

microcontrollers

Ismael and Ergi: Development of Smart Frame

Neil: Development of materials list and sensor choice for the smart frame



Potential Problems

A key area of our smart hive design project that could lead to potential

problems is learning the skills required to use the different technologies that we

plan to implement in our design. One of these is Node-RED, and along with it

Node.js. We will use Node-RED, a programming tool for wiring together hardware

devices, APIs, and online services to connect our smart hive’s hardware with our

server and online tool. Javascript will also have to be learned to implement our

runtime applications. We will also have to better our knowledge of printed circuit

board (PCB) design to implement our smart frames for the bee hives and connect

the different electronic components of our design together. A potential problem

regarding the design of our project itself is poor internet in the beehive

environment. We must ensure that our database has a stable connection and the

server is able to send/receive information reliably. We also have to make sure our

online tool displays the most recent data accurately and without gaps in the data.

Additionally, we need to weatherproof our hardware in case rain short-circuits our

electronic components in the hive. Power outages that lead to data corruption must

also be accounted for.
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